AMC CLINICAL TRIALS

LYMPHOMA

Specimen/Tissue Donation

AMC 064 CLONAL Ig DNA EVALUATION IN PATIENTS WITH AGGRESSIVE B-CELL LYMPHOMA. ♀ 18+ yrs. Available diagnostic material, or willing to have repeat Bx.

AMC 083 TISSUE ACQUISITION FOR ANALYSIS OF PROGNOSTIC FACTORS, IMMUNOLOGY, AND GENETIC PROGRESSION OF HIV-1 ASSOCIATED MALIGNANCIES. ♀ 18+ yrs. Dx with DLBCL, non-small cell lung malignancy, anal or cervical cancer.

AMC 073/S0816 RESPONSE-ADAPTED THERAPY OF STAGE III-IV HODGKIN LYMPHOMA USING EARLY INTERM FDG-PET IMAGING♀ 18-60 yrs. Previously untreated Hodgkin Lymphoma. No prior Tx for

AMC 075 VORINOSTAT AND RISK ADAPTED CHEMO WITH RITUXIMAB IN B-CELL NHL. ♀ 18+ yrs. CD4 count >50. NO prior treatment for this cancer.

No Previous Treatment

AMC 053 VELCADE COMBINED WITH R-ICE IN SUBJECTS WITH RELAPSED/REFRACTORY NON-HODGKIN'S. ♀ 18+ yrs. Dx with DLBCL, non-small cell lung malignancy, anal or cervical cancer.

AMC 071/BMT 0803 HIGH DOSE CHEMO WITH AUTOLOGOUS STEMI CELL RESCUE FOR AGGRESSIVE B CELL LYMPHOMA AND HODGKIN LYMPHOMA. ♀ 18+ yrs. ≤3 Previous chemo treatments used to treat current cancer.

Treatment Experienced

TREATMENT FAILING

AMC 080/BMT 0903 ALLOGENEIC HEMATOPOIETIC CELL TRANSPLANT FOR HEMATOLOGICAL CANCERS AND MYELODYSPLASTIC SYNDROMES. ♀ 18+ yrs. Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) or acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) in first or second remission (CR).